
“And behold, I am coming quickly, 
and My reward is with Me, 

to give to every one according to his work.”

Revelation 22:12
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There are three major judgments in God’s timetable.

The Sheep and Goats Judgment

This is also called a Judgment of the Nations

See Matthew 25:31-36

Daniel 12:11-13
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The Coming Judgments of God

There are three major judgments in God’s timetable.

The Sheep and Goats Judgment

This judgment determines who will enter the 
Millennium from the Tribulation.

And it takes place between the Great Tribulation and 
the Millennial reign of Christ.
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There are three major judgments in God’s timetable.

The Bema Seat Judgment

This judgment takes place after the Rapture of the 
church and before the Marriage Supper of the Lamb.

Only works are judged at this time.

Not for condemnation, but for reward.
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There are three major judgments in God’s timetable.

The Great White Throne Judgment

This judgment takes place at the end of the 
Millennial Reign of Christ on the earth.

This is the final judgment of men and fallen angels.

See Revelation 20:1-15
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The Bema Seat Judgment of Christ

This judgment does not determine salvation.

At this time, after the Rapture and before the 
Marriage Supper of the Lamb, believers are rewarded 

for how faithfully they served their Lord.

Some will receive reward (and be invited to the 
Marriage Supper of the Lamb, etc.), and others 

will obviously not receive rewards (or suffer loss).

It will be a time of great rejoicing and 
immense sadness, regret, and shame.
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If anyone’s (what) work which he has built on it 
endures (abide, to remain, dwell, live), he will receive 

a reward.  If anyone’s work is burned, he will suffer 
loss; but he himself will be saved, 

yet so as through fire.

Note, this is not about salvation, but about receiving 
rewards or suffering the loss of rewards for what we 

have done, or not done, in this life for our King.
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Therefore judge nothing before the time, 
(when) until the Lord comes, who will both bring 

to light (1) the hidden things of darkness and 
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How well did I fulfill the Great Commission?

Matthew 28:18-20

How much did I overcome sin and my flesh?

Romans 6:1-4
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What are some things Christ will judge at the 
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How well did I control my tongue (speech, words)?

James 3:1-9

Were the fruits of the Spirit clearly manifest in me?

Galatians 5:22-23
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Was I obedient to God and His Word in all things?

Luke 6:46

Did I long for the Lord’s soon return?

Revelation 22:20
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What are some things Christ will judge at the 
Bema Seat Judgment of Christ?

Or, in summary, did I live like Jesus?

Did I ask what would Jesus do and then, 
to the best of my ability, follow His command?

One last thought before we pray…
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